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rely on the Qieyun and rhyme tables, which were the work of bookish pre-modern scholars lacking in 
modern linguistic sophistication and out of touch with the living reality of the spoken dialects of their 
time, one should start directly from modern dialects and use the comparative method to reconstruct 
a common ancestral form. Though this idea has been around for a long time and continues to be 
repeated even today, no one has yet offered a serious demonstration of how such a program could be 
carried out in practice.ឯԟᄹ Edwin G. Pulleyblank 1992 How do we reconstruct old Chineseṏ , 
Journal of the American Oriental Society, Vol.112, No.3,pp.365-382.





dictionary.……B. A later, refined Ancient Chinese Ḹ




dialect in the course of the dynasty became a koine which spread to all parts of the empire and, by 
and large, replaced the pre-Tarng dialects.……D. The modern dialects, with the exception of the 
Miin dialects, are the organic descendants of “Ancient Chinese”Ḹ


of itḹ.……The karlgrenian and neo-karlrenian approaches, if pursued further, will lead only to endless 












any case, practically speaking, Ancient Chinese and Archaic Chinese were for Karlgren phonological 






















scholars have made use of the additional information provided by the so-called rhyme tables designed 
in later times as keys to the Qieyun. Before discussing these, however, we need to take up the more 

#<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sound glosses made by different scholars at different times and places and could not represent a real 














the Qieyun have always been approached through the more sophisticated phonetic analysis provided 
by the so-called rhyme tables originally designed as keys to the Qieyun by Buddhist scholars, which 







Journal of the American Oriental Society, Vol.118, No.2,pp.200-216. 
























roles as attempts have been made to determine what should be compared with what, and at what 










































from a hypothetical koine to the dialects. This is not supported by anything we now know about 
dialect history, koine history, demographic history, or migration history.ឯԟᄹ($)	
YZZ[
The Chiehyunn System and Current State of Chinese Historical Phonology, Journal of the American 




































យ᧕ᔴयḼԁ௦ज़üᮃڎᮂዜýḸthe phonetic category of rhyme tablesḹˀüౝ઱
ᮂϘýḸthe reconstructed phonetic valueḹᄉழՓᤈᛠধᏥ 10ǌڙᤇሗᆐቂᐿ௿˧ʽḼ





















ǊǊʶḼԥѬፆౝᄉ्यଠзṊXҸ Aḻ B 
ǊǊ̃Ḽဗ̼ලឥᮂᓫፆౝᄉ्यଠзṊSṍ CḻMḻ Vḻ E 
ǊǊḸXṍߙḼߙᏅṋAṍԥѬʼߙṋBṍԥѬʽߙṋǓҸǔ̼ᛪǓᄰॆǔᄉ਒ধǌ
Sṍ syllableᮂᓫ , Mṍ mediaḽᮂ , Vṍ vowelЊᮂ , Eṍ endingᮃࡊḹ







ǊǊǊǊǊǊ  ᮂᯪ OnsetǊǊᮃ Rhyme
ǊǊǊǊǊǊǊǊǊǊ   ᮂನ NucleusǊǊᮃࡊ EndingḸcodaḹ
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ǊǊḸbḹ
ǊǊǊǊǊǊǊǊǊǊǊǊǊǊ(LḸword pronunciationḹ
ǊǊǊǊǊǊǊǊǊǊǊǊǊǊ   
ǊǊǊǊǊǊǊǊǊǊǊǊǊǊ X ԥѬ
ǊǊǊǊǊǊǊǊǊǊ(*ǊǊǊǊ(Y
ǊǊǊǊǊǊǊǊAǊǊǊǊ  B      AýǊǊǊ    Bý
ǊǊǊǊǊǊǊǊX1ǊǊǊǊ"*^YǊǊǊǊ"Y
ǊǊǊǊǊǊǊǊǊǊǊǊǊǊǊǊǊǊḸb.1ḹ(Lṍ X1ḻ "*ḻ X2ḻ "Y
ǊǊǊǊǊǊǊǊǊǊǊǊǊǊǊǊǊǊ Ḹb.2ḹ(Lṍ X1ḻḸ"*ḻ X2ḻ "Yḹ




ǊǊǊǊǊǊǊǊǊǊǊǊǊǊ XԥѬǊǊǊǊǊǊǊǊ Ǌ AṊa.b.cĀĀ
ǊǊǊǊǊǊǊǊǊǊǊǊǊǊǊǊǊǊǊǊǊǊǊǊǊǊ   BṊa.b.c.ĀĀ
ǊǊǊǊǊǊǊǊǊǊǊǊǊǊǊǊǊǊǊǊǊǊǊǊǊǊ   
level1ǊǊǊǊAѬឥʼߙǊǊǊǊǊǊǊǊBѬឥʽߙǊǊ 
ǊǊ 
level2  C1  M2  V3  E4   T1ǊǊ C1ý  M2ý  V3ý  E4ý  T2
   Ḹ11aḹ௦ᮂᓫፆౝѫࡎᄉ्य౵ౝḼḸ11bḹ௦ԥѬፆౝᄉᛪࡎ्यಳ౵Ḽᛪࡎ
्यᄉଅѴࣿͮԺథḸ11b.1ḹ(Lṍ X1ḻ "*ḻ X2ḻ "YǋḸ11b.2ḹ(Lṍ X1





M2ḻ V3ḻ E4ḻ C1ýḻM2ýḻ V3ýḻ E4ýÿḼːಪᏪᝒḼ̮᜵вҪЙüT1ý
ˀüT2ýᄉॕ్ֽ͇Ḽ਒ԀጲবᄉРဗСጆǌ಩ఴᄉ᫇ᮤѶڙ̅ḼݟʹଠзþC1
ḻM2ḻ V3ḻ E4ḻ C1ýḻM2ýḻ V3ýḻ E4ýÿᄉüஂᦠСጆýḸdominative 
relationshipḹḼ̾ Ԣülevel2ğ levelýḸüຆࡎፆౝýğ üᛪࡎፆౝýḹᄉüᤁͺ఺҃ý










11  BaxterḸ2000ḹడଡѢþUpper boundÿˀþÿᄉഏএḼݟ൒ṊḸaḹþUpper 
boundÿḸԺԨᔴډḹṊॆ ੇ͂̾ S˝ᮂᮃ్͇ᄉᬶՋḼϛ߿ B௦ SᬶՋᄉǓᮂᮃ్͇ᄉԺԨᔴ
ډǔḼѶඇ˓๯ᘓ̅ SᬶՋᮂᮃ్͇ PḼԺ̾ၿ BᄉǓᮂᮃ్͇ᄉԺԨᔴډǔᮂᮃ໥ԪᏪ౎ǌ











߿ S௦̯ UḸ਒Ԁ SᬶՋ๯ᘓ̅ UᬶՋḹ੝ઙሎѢᄉᮂᮃ్͇ᄉǓߔᬶՋǔḼᏪ˄΍ P˝ Sᬶ
Ջॆ˖ᄉǓᮂᮃ్͇ᄉԺԨᔴډǔǌݟ౦ SߔᬶՋॆ˖ᄉ PԺ̾ၿ UᬶՋᄉ Pý໥ԪᏪ౎Ḽ˄




Ḹthat is, SӬ U, S is a subset of some universe U of setsḹ, and let P be an upper bound for S. Then P 
is the least bound of S if and only if, for every phonology Pýġ U, if Pý is an upper bound for S, then 
L ` Lý. ˝˿ᥗБူᝌʼᄉڇᬱḼఴ஠ʿ઱̯ஜߥᬶՋ᝶ᄉ᜹ཁѢԦḼᣀ̾ᣖ˝ࠓ௛ူᝌᄉ
ᐐՋˀጷՋСጆឬ௙˧ǌឯԟᄹ BaxterḸ2000ḹDid proto-Mandarin existṏ Journal of Chinese 
linguistics,vol.28, No.1.




















ǊǊǊǊǊǊ   ±ǊǊǊǊǊǊǊǊǊǊǊǊǊǊ ±
ǊǊǊǊ>ǊǊǊǊǊǊǊǊǊǊǊǊǊǊ>ǊǊǊǊ
ǊǊǊǊǊǊǊǊMǊǊ  RǊǊǊǊǊǊǊǊǊǊ   MǊǊǊǊ  R
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ǊǊḸ13ḹලឥüԥѬፆౝýᄉˏዜຆࡎ्यഴۋ
ḸaḹǊǊǊǊǊǊǊǊǊǊ  ǊǊǊǊ Ḹbḹ
ǊǊǊǊ(LǊǊǊǊǊǊǊǊǊǊǊǊǊǊǊǊ(L
 
ǊǊǊǊ   XNǊǊǊǊǊǊǊǊǊǊǊǊǊǊǊǊXS
 
lev.1ǊǊAǊǊǊǊBǊǊǊǊǊǊǊǊ   AǊǊǊǊǊǊ B
1ev.2Ǌ>ǊǊǊǊ>ǊǊǊǊǊǊǊ>ǊǊǊǊǊ>ǊǊ
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3.1Ǌ ǑኍᮃڎፂǒᮂዜᐐՋˀጷՋᄉଅѴ्य
ǊǊḸ14ḹ
ǊǊǊǊǊǊǊǊǊǊǊǊǊǊǊǊA1 A2 A3 A4ǊǊ  A1  a.b.cĀ A2,A3,A4Ā
Ǌ>
ğ  A,B,C,DĀ ğǊB1 B2 B3 B4   ğ   B1  a.b.cĀ B2,B3,B4Ā
Ǌ
ǊǊǊǊǊǊǊǊC1 C2 C3 C4ǊǊ  C1  a.b.cĀ C2,C3,C4Ā
ǊǊǊǊǊǊǊǊǊǊǊǊǊǊǊǊD1 D2 D3 D4ǊǊ  D1  a.b.cĀ D2,D3,D4Ā
Ǌlevel1ǊǊǊǊǊǊ level2ǊǊǊǊǊ  level3ǊǊǊǊǊ Ǌ level4
ǊǊǊǊǊǊǊǊ  
ǊǊḸ14ḹ௦ࠪ̅஠࿸ឥ஧ͺᏧḼФ̅ᮂዜᐐՋǋጷՋᝢᅻഏএЮᦉᤁͺüڎ
ᆉýḸschemaḹᄉѹ൥଍ਆḼᏪ̯ level1ğ level4üᮂዜᤁͺ᣾ርýḸanalogy 
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ǊǊḸ24ḹ
ܷՎ ᄙԝ ࢺా ൦˸ Ռԝ ளፍ ᤁۡ බ฿
ᱱ ~31 ḽ ḽ ḽ ḽ ḽ ḽ ḽ
㡠 ~31 ~412 ~53 ḽ ~423 ~53 ~31 ḽ
ᗰ ~31 ~412 ~53 ~113 ~423 ~53 ~31 21
Ԓ ~31 ~412 ~53 ~113 ~423 ~53 ~31 21
ǊǊḸ25ḹ
ܷՎ ᄙԝ ࢺా ൦˸ Ռԝ ளፍ ᤁۡ බ฿
ी vu313 vu22 u21 u33 u13 u325 u13 u24
ἡ vu313 vu22 u21 u33 vu13 v325 vu31 u24
ᣍ ḽ ḽ ḽ ḽ ḽ ḽ ḽ ḽ
ᛋ væ54 ḽ 53 væ213 v 53 vã44 væ53 v 42
ℛ væ313 vã22 21,35 væ33 u 13 uã44 u 13 v 24




ቯ ḽ vu44 u35 u55 u33 u31 u33 u33
ࡤ 32 22 22 ḽ ḽ v325 vo31 ḽ
ǊǊḸ26ḹ




























53 v 213 53 44 53 ḽ
ᚅ 54 vo44ᄆ 




ኡ 313 ve22 væe21 vei33 vei13 vei325 vei13 vei42
ᇄ 31 ve22 væe53 vei113 vei13 vei325 vei13 vei42
































































ܷՎ ᄙԝ ࢺా ൦˸ Ռԝ ளፍ ᤁۡ බ฿
⫁ xu313 xu22 xu21 xu33 xu13 xu325 xu13 xu24
㪸 313 412 21 33 13 325 13 24
ᚻ 313 22 21 33 ḽ 325 13 24
Ꮨ fu313 fu412 fu21 fu33 fu13 fu325 fu13 fu24
ǊǊḸ33ḹ
ܷՎ ᄙԝ ࢺా ൦˸ Ռԝ ளፍ ᤁۡ බ฿
ᘾ ḽ ḽ ḽ ḽ ḽ xu325 xu13 ḽ






⑮ 313 53 22 ḽ 13 325 313  24





ǬǬǬǬ㪸ia  ࡽia  a⍘⍘
ǊǊǊǊᚻ  ⑮









3][la113]   b.൪ [3][213]   c.௅ [3][]   d.ᑊ [<3][xu33]


























 ᚗ勋ᚗ  ᯍ勋ᯍǋ
⊣
 
  効ӟ⛢㦬 劺ࣼ  効ӥ⛢㦬 劺ࣼ













्यḸᬅং᭻ 1947, ဌҦ 1985, ᘜјၶ 1983, ృள᱆ 1983,ᐅ૜ၶ 1992ḹḼ಩૵ఴ
஠੝ஞူѢ౎ᄉឥ஧Ḽüடýǋ üॱý̃ආḼԺᑞలˀü᭣ýආՋึḼူၿథ̃Ṋ
ǊǊʶḼüடýǋ üॱýᄉॅᎵḼ०ߟ ü̾Ջԯʻኍý˝ ᮂᮃ్͇Ḽ࠱˧Ꮅ Ǒ̅ኍᮃڎፂǒ
᤯ǋൢǋᇶḸ࿗ᮃḹǋᛐǋۍǋ஌ǋ౦ǋϛǋભǋᒱǋࡢǋ߻ǋึኍӠʻ୉Юǌ















ܷՎ ᄙԝ ࢺా ൦˸ Ռԝ ளፍ ᤁۡ බ฿




ǊǊኃʻḼᴐᮂᦉ͊ü௃्ኍᮃýᄉឥΒˀФᮂѬḼݟ൒Ṋa.  ㎬ǋb.  ㈿ǋ
c.  ⠜ǋd.  ᘜǋe.  ັǋf.   ឝǋg.  ᱔ǋh.  པǌᯪЎ᜹
ࠢ०ߟ̅Ǒኍᮃڎፂǒ੝ѴˠᄰःឥΒᄉᦉ͊ᮂѬḼឯᄹṊ
ǊǊḸ38ḹ
ǬǬǬǬB ሑǊǊǊǊC ⬦ǊǊǊǊD ᯱǊǊǊǊE ሚǊǊǊǊF ⻕ǬǬǬǬ
ĮǊǊǊᘔǊ㩻ǊǊǊ۬Ǌ⬦ǬǬեǬǬᯃǊǊեǊ⩷ǊǊǊឪǊ൯ǬǬ
įǊǊǊǊǊǊǊǊǊǊǊǊǊ㆗ٻǊ◗ᯱ














ܷՎ ᄙԝ ࢺా ൦˸ Ռԝ ளፍ ᤁۡ බ฿
ᘔ sæ31 sã53 35 sæ55 s 33 sã53 sæ33,53 s 42
㩻 ~313 ~53 ~21 ~33 ~13 ~325 ~13 ~24
۬ 31 s 412 53 113 423 53 31 21
ե 31 412 53 sei113  423 53  31  21





൯ ku31 ku412 ku53 ku113 ku423 ku53 ku13 ku21










໚ kuæ31 kuã412 =53 kuæ113 ku 423 kuã53 ku 31 ku 21
ủ vu31 vu412 u53 u113 u423 u53 u31 u24
ǊǊḸ40ḹ
ܷՎ ᄙԝ ࢺా ൦˸ Ռԝ ளፍ ᤁۡ බ฿
ሑᘔ㩻 31 412 53 113 423 53 31 21
⬦۬⬦ 31 sæ412 sæe53 113 sai423 sai31 sai31 sai21
ᯱեᯃ 54 53 53 213 53 44 53 42
ሚե⩷ 24  44 35 55 33 31 33 33
⻕ឪ൯ su31 su412 su53 su113 ḽ ḽ sou31 21
ឪ⻕ݖ 31 su 412 53 113 423஠ 
53 ḽ 21
㭫໣࢐ 31 22 53 113 423 53 31 21
໣㭫୮ 313 412 53 ḽ  13 ḽ  13  24
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Ḹ41ḹ
ܷՎ ᄙԝ ࢺా ൦˸ Ռԝ ளፍ ᤁۡ බ฿
㎬ঁሑ ~31 ~412 ~53 ~113 ~423 ~53 ~53 ~21
㈿ჷম =31 kæ412 kæe53 =113 kai423 kai53 kai31 kai21
⠜ 24 44 35 ~55 33 31 33 33
ᘜఞᲓ 24  44 35 55 33 31 33 33
ັ໚ủ ku31 ku412 ku53 ku113 ku423 ku53 ku31 ku21
ឝ㚚໙ 31 
412 53 113 423஠ 
53 31 21
᱔ 31 412 53 ḽ  423 ḽ  31  42





ǬǬ a.ሑ勎ᘔ劼㩻勋3131劼 ~313効ೳज劺Ḽ41253劼 ~53効⎄⤈劺Ḽ5335
劼 ~21効ၼ᩟劺Ḽ11355劼 ~33効᪣㚦劺Ḽ423 33劼 ~13効ङ⤈劺Ḽ5353
劼 ~325効ᙏ⡽劺Ḽ3133,53劼 ~13効㘓௲劺Ḽ21 42劼 ~24効ᬾḨ劺
ǬǬ d.ሚ勎ե劼⩷勋3553劼 53効ၼ᩟劺Ḽ55113劼 113効᪣㚦劺Ḽ
33 423劼 423効423⍘劺効ङ⤈劺Ḽ
3153劼 53効ᙏ⡽劺Ḽ33 31
劼 31効㘓௲劺Ḽ33 21劼 21ᘲ効ᬾḨ劺
ǬǬ h.໣勎㭫劼୮勋31331劼 31効ೳज劺Ḽ41222劼 412効⎄⤈劺Ḽ
5353劼 53効ၼ᩟劺Ḽ 13423劼  423効ङ⤈劺Ḽ 1331劼  31効㘓
௲劺Ḽ 2421劼  21効ᬾḨ劺 







ᝒḼ[ ]Ṋ[]Ḹᄆឳḹᄉࠪॆథ੝Сᐎǌॕߙڙࡢ᜴ᦉ͊ழᝒཁḼѶథ øǋnǋ ʻ
ሗܥආዜۋǌ
ǊǊḸ43ḹ
ೳज ⎄⤈ ၼ᩟ ᪣㚦 ङ⤈ ᙏ⡽ 㘓௲ ᬾḨ
ᆔ 劾 i44⍘ 











⍖⛢㏤⫖効㦬劺 ᝇ㦬 1ǋ᡺㦬 2 ᡺㦬 3ǋᝇ㦬 3 ᡺㦬 3ǋ4
ឝ⵺ࡆज効घ劺 㗳घ 1ǋ3 㗳घ 3 㗳घ 3
B.᪟ᗠ
㎬ຢᩮዯ効㦬劺 ᪟㦬 3 ᪟㦬 3ǋた᡺㦬 3 ᪟㦬 3ǋた㦬 4
པ⮣ࣾད効घ劺 㘐घ 3 㘐घ 3ǋ㗳घ 3 㘐घ 3ǋ㗳घ 3
C.╿ᗠ 㚚ㆷថ⃤ 㘐घ 1ǋ㗳घ 1 㘐घ 3ǋ㗳घ 3 㘐घ 3
D.たᗠ
ঀ᰸Մີ効㦬劺 た㦬 1 た㦬 2 た㦬 2
Ԙ᠌ምᥳ効घ劺 たघ 2ǋた㦬 2 ᪟घ 3ǋたघ 2 たघ 2ǋた㦬 2
E.ಽᗠ
⎅ಽ㮬㪚効㦬劺 たघ 1ǋ᪟घ 3 たघ 1ǋ᪟㦬घ 3 たघ 1ǋ᪟घ 3
ạቦᝌ୔効घ劺 たघ 1ǋ᪟घ 3 ᪟घ 3 ᪟घ 3
$ᘂᗠ
ⷄപ⍨㍞効㦬劺 ᘂ㦬 1 ᘂ㦬 2ǋ3 ᘂ㦬 2ǋ3ǋ4
ࡦبᯊペ効घ劺 ᘂ㦬 2 ᘂ㦬 1 ᘂ㦬 1
G.ែᗠ
㈑Ǭ㎦ֽ効㦬劺 ែ㦬 1ǋ໘㦬 1 ែ㦬 1ǋ໘㦬 3 ែ㦬 1ǋ໘㦬 3
೬ᝳካച効घ劺 ែघ 1 ែघ 1ǋ᭝㦬 2 ែघ 1
H.ٳᗠ
բᏀ⠩ᑁ効㦬劺 ែ㦬 1ǋদ㦬 1 ٳ㦬 2ǋদ㦬 2 ٳ㦬 2ǋদ㦬 2
㉑Ꮻ⦪㾓効घ劺 ٳघ 2ǋٳ㦬 2 ٳघ 2ǋཷघ 2 ٳघ 2ǋদघ 3
Ժஂ




㭟ᗠ ܷՎ ᄙԝ ࢺా ൦˸ Ռԝ ளፍ ᤁۡ බ฿










3#効㦬劺 ǋi ǋi ǋi  ǋi ǋi ǋi ǋi
3#効घ劺 y y y  y y y y
3$ u u u u u u u u
3%効㦬劺  æǋiæ æe  ai ai ai 
3%効घ劺  uæ æe uæe V uai aiǋuai aiǋuai ǋ
3&効㦬劺  eǋue uæe eiǋuei ei ei ei ei
3&効घ劺 ǋ eǋue æe uæe eiǋuei uei uei uei uei
3'効㦬劺 ǋ ǋ oǋio ǋ auǋiau aoǋiao ǋ ǋ
3'効घ劺   o  au ao  
ǊǊḸ46ḹǑኍᮃڎፂǒᮃዜ࡚ߙˀࡢ᜴ழᝒ̬ᮂᮂឳ्य b
ᙖ㇮㾯
㭟ᗠ ܷՎ ᄙԝ ࢺా ൦˸ Ռԝ ளፍ ᤁۡ බ฿
3(効㦬劺    ǋ   uo 
3(効घ劺 uo uo  ǋ uo  uo uo
3)効㦬劺 aǋia ǋ aǋia aǋia aǋia aǋia aǋia aǋia
3)効घ劺 aǋua ǋ aǋua aǋua aǋua aǋua aǋua aǋua
3*効㦬劺  iE  ǋ  ie iE iE
3*効घ劺 ǋ
yEǋ
ǋ  ǋ  ye yE yE
3+効㦬劺 ǋ ǋi   ǋei   
3+効घ劺 ǋ u ǋy   uei ǋ  
3,効㦬劺 æ ãǋiã ǋie æ ã  æ
3,効घ劺 uæ uã ǋye uæ u uã  u
3-効㦬劺 ǋ ãǋiã ǋ ǋi    
3-効घ劺 ǋ uã     
3.効㦬劺 ǋ ǋ  ǋ ouǋiou ǋ ouǋiou ouǋiou
3.効घ劺     ou  ou ou






























ǬǬ効劺⎄⤈ <v> ஃݐ⩰㭟 <>ǋ<> ॿ㭟᫫ <o> ߫Ḽৠ䀏ᕑᖳ㔿㝊ǌஃݜբ㭟
᫫߫Ḽᕑᖳ㕎 ǌ
ǬǬ効劺ၼ᩟ <v> ⍝ᕑᖳ㔿㕎ģģ<x> ⍝ᕑᖳ㔿㝊 ǌ
ǬǬ効劺᪣㚦㪙⩰᫫ޱⅢஃघࣼॲ㭟᫫Ԓ߫ᚻḼ㭟᫫߫ᝐৠ䀏Ḑᖳ㭙 <v>Ḽയ
ğ໒ǋࢳǋỗĠ⛢ǌᛜ㗳㈾Ӿ <u> ੡⃤ڂ㭟᫫ᚻḼஃ᪣㚦㈾ㄚᚰ <vu>Ḽയğ᪣ǋ⮳ǋ
ԸĠ⛢ḼݜӾ⍝ vᆨᇄᅪḼᘀөׄỗ⃤⚊⩰᫫Ḽ༪ <vu> ᪬ݐ㪙⩰᫫ ǌ
ǬǬ効劺ङ⤈ <> ᚰ䀏ৠ㕎౤ᖳ㭙Ḽ<v> ᚰ䀏ৠḐᖳ㭙Ḽᕑᖳ㔿㕎ǌ<n> ᐾ䀈






























ǬǬ効55劺ೳज ¡¢᫰ ¡¢⊄㦬Ḽ[a]ஃ ¡¢ㄚᚰ ¡¢ǌ¡¢ᚰ⮦ᠷḐᖳ
㭙ׄ㭟ཏḼ⍗㭙㔿ᅪǌ
ǬǬ効56劺⎄⤈ ¡¢¡¢¡¢㗻㨲მ㉹ 412⮦ֵ☃ᝐࡆ☁Ḽ޺ߏ㌤ᎎ ¡£¢¡¢¡¢ǌ㭟
᫫ ¡¢¡¢¡¢Ӿ⍝ ¡¢¢¡¢㗻㨲მ㉹Յजᦳ㌤ࡳǌ[iæ]Ӿ⍝ [æ]᫰㭟᫫ [æ] ॿ [uæ]
Ӿ⍝ [æ]⮦ֵ⊄㴨Ḽ༔㩖⍗㭙ᚰ ¡¢ǌ
ǬǬ効57劺ၼ᩟ ¡¢⍗㭙ᚻ⮦ֵᝐԽ◸ࡆḼٻडᙘ ¡¤¢%%¡¢㭙٭᫰ᦪᴓ ¡¢⊄ֶḼ 
[e]⍝㭙٭᫰ᦪᴓ⍝ [e]⊄ֶǌ




᫫⎬ᐾᚻḼծ࣪ ¡¢Ӿ⍝ ¡¢⍝㭙٭㖾֧ ¡¢ǌ¡¢Ӿ⍝ ¡¢㌝֧ ¡¢ǌ
ǬǬ効60劺ᙏ⡽ ༔㩖ᚰ uoḼỗԭ㭟᫫⍝⠘⡻ሚḼㇿỗ ¡¢ǌaiǋuaiӾ⍝ a᫰
ᦪᴓܶ㭙 [a]⊄㴨Ḽ㖾֧ [æ]勌i᫰ᦪᴓܶ㭙 [i]ֶḼ㖾֧ ¡¥¢ǌ
ǬǬ効61劺㘓௲੡㭟᫫ [u]㑖 [pfǋǋfǋv]⎬ᐾḼႰႰ䀏ৠᇄ޻Ḽ㌝ׄ ¡¦¢24ǌ
੡㭟᫫ [E]㑖 ¡~~¢⎬ᐾḼᝐ㔿ᚗ㮹⍝ ¡¢՝㭙Ḽ㌝ׄ ¡E]ǌ㑖 ¡ ¢⎬ᐾḼᝐ
㔿ᚗ㮹⍝ ¡¢՝㭙Ḽ㌝ׄ ¡E]Ḽӟᆫ༙ׄ [E]ǌ¡¢¡¢⍝㭟ཏḼ༔㩖⮦ֵ᫰ iǋu
⊄ֶǌ[ ,i ,u ,y ]ㄚ⍝ [ ]༔㩖⍝㭙٭ᚰㄷघ㭙 [ §¢ǌ
ǬǬ効62劺ᬾḨ ¡¢¡¢㭟᫫Ӿ⍝ [u]⮦ֵ⊄ֶӟԽḼ՝ᙘ [u]ॿ [o]Ԓ㦴ǌ[ ]
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ᐅ૜ၶǑ௙ຌኍᮃߥ᤯᝶ǒḼӑ̚Ḽឥ஠ѢྟᇪḸ ࣱ  తኃ ྟḹǌ
ḽḽḽǏ̯ԊԽʼᄉ̠ԯԪ᣺ᄹᤂ̼ӑ̚ពᄉᤫߏढ፝ǐḼஅЙᐅ૜ၶḸ˞ᎃḹǑᤂ̼߽
ពឥᮂᆐቂǒḼӑ̚Ḽឥ஠ѢྟᇪḸ ࣱ  తኃ ྟḹǌ
ᬅং᭻Ǐ᝭०ߟ᧗ᝠՂᯰຝМኍᮃڎፂǐḼǑྉ̚ߥઐǒኃ  యḼᮅ ǌ
߰ॻ๎Ǒส൦ൣᮃᆐቂǒḼʼ๑ᣮ˹ѢྟᇪḸ ࣱ  తኃ ྟḹǌ
ḽḽḽǑලឥᮃ˹Խ௙̼ԃǒḼʼ๑̠ඞѢྟᇪḸ ࣱ  తኃ ྟḹǌ
˯КၶǑ௯ழᝒឥᮂԽᆐቂǒḼӑ̚Ḽ˖ӧ˹ࡌḸ ࣱ  తѢྟḹǌ
౏ሑᔉǏ᝶̓ฐᮃ੝ԥ௡ᄉʶሗ௙̼ழᮂǐḼǑලߥᆐቂǒኃ ԃኃ యḼᮅ ǌ
ḽḽḽǏណ᝶ʹ߰ழᝒᄉ्੆ǐḼǑඏߔපЎၶ˴̊࠮ࣻ᝶஠ᬶǒḼᮅǌԻӑḼࣶ ࿙Ѣྟᇪǌ
ຝቪஊΤዴʶḸ˞ᎃḹǑࡢ᜴ழᝒុಉᆐቂઐնǒḼࡢ᜴ᰳಢᐎՋѢྟᇪǌ
໶ৡ̇ ǑලឥԊԽᮂᮃߥǒḼʼ๑ஓᐱѢྟᇪǌḸ ࣱ  తኃ ྟḹǌ
ःᜎऔ Ǒຌ̼ᮃڎ˧ᆐቂǒḼԻӑḼऴ᥊஠Ӑ̂ˉథᬌМՂǌ
ᘜјၶ ǑලឥᮂᮃԽӠᝮǒḼӑ̚ḼӧឥஓߥѢྟᇪǌ
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